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Strained superlattices (SL) are known to be the most effective photoemitters of spin{polarized electron beams, providing
an electron polarization (P) of about 90 % and a quantum efficiency in the order of about 1 % at the working point. The
low QE can be compensated by using a higher laser power which then leads to increased heating and accelerated
degradation of the photoemitters. To overcome this problem, a structure with Distributed Bragg Reflector (DBR) at the
back side of the photocathode has been developed to prevent unnecessary absorption of laser light in the substrate. Two
samples have been grown with and without a DBR layer and the difference in heating caused by photoabsorbtion has
been measured by far-IR thermography over a wide range of photoexciting laser wavelengths, extending below and
above the band edge. In regions of low absorption, as they are characteristic for operation to produce highly spin
polarized beams DBR cathodes show significantly less heating than cathodes without such reflectors. The data are in
agreement with the cathode reflectivity spectra and with earlier observations, where a larger lifetime of DBR cathodes at
given laser intensity was observed, which can be attributed to the lower temperature.

1.

Introduction

The generation of electron currents of high intensity
(I 2 mA) and high spin polarization (P 85 %) is
challenging but essential for the experiments at planned
Linac Ring Electron-Ion-Colliders (e.g. eRHIC at
Brookhaven National Laboratory [1, 2]). Photoemission
from GaAs-based semiconductors like the investigated
GaAlAs/InGaAlAs-Superlattices is characterized by
high brilliance but the low quantum efficiency of only
about 1 % in the region of maximum polarization
demands for laser intensities of several Watts per cm2.
Excited electrons that are not emitted recombine and
heat the crystal in the case of non-radiative
recombination. Besides other effects like ion-backbombardment, surface degradation caused by the
residual gas, etc. the thermal instability of the surface
due to this heating also limits the lifetime of a cathode.
Previous measurements [3] showed that the lifetime of a
photocathode decreases with increasing laser power
even if no current is extracted at all and no high voltage
is applied. Inserting a DBR-mirror between the active
layer and the substrate prevents a major amount of laser
light from contributing to the heating of the sample (see
Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Structure of DBR sample SL 7-396 (non to scale).

The goal of the present work was to directly
determine the temperature increase by nonradiative
recombination processes and to compare it to the
measured and calculated refractive indices of both DBR
and nonDBR samples as well as to the QE-curves.
2.

Theory

There are four competing processes that extract excited
electrons from the conduction band: 1. Emission to the
vacuum, 2. radiative recombination (emitting photons
leaving the crystal), 3. radiative recombination (emitting
photons being absorbed by the crystal) and 4. nonradiative recombination (emitting phonons). The former
two leave the crystal's energy balance unaffected but
near the working point their fraction compared to the
sum of all extraction processes is smaller than 4 %. The
latter two deposit the incident photon energy inside the
crystal thus heating the structure. Even though electrons
can be excited within the active layer (AL) and the
substrate (S), only the AL is able to emit electrons to the
vacuum. This in turn means that absorption within the
AL causes heating but also photocurrent while
absorption within the S can only lead to heating.
Therefore it is convenient to define a factor

abs ( AL)
abs ( AL) abs( S )

(1)

as the ratio of absorbed light that can lead to electron
emission and the total amount of absorbed light when
comparing different photocathodes. In the investigated
photocathodes a distributed Bragg reflector shields the
substrate layer from the incident laser light preventing
unnecessary absorption and heating thus leading to
DBR

nonDBR

.

A distributed Bragg reflector is a structure that is
formed from multiple layers of alternating refractive
indices ( ni ). If the thickness di of each layer equals
4 , a structure with a reflectivity close to unity or
close to zero develops. Since
is a function of n this is
only true for a certain wavelength range. A very elegant
way to determine the optical properties of such a
multilayer system is the Transfer-matrix method, in
which the only input parameters are the layer
thicknesses di , the dielectric functions i ( ) [4, 5]
and the angle of incidence .
In addition to its high reflectivity, this mirror forms,
together with the abrupt change in the refractive index
at the crystal-vacuum interface, a resonator-like
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structure that surrounds the active layer. Therefore there
is constructive interference at specific wavelengths and
the absorption within the active layer is enhanced [6].
Figure 2 shows the calculated reflectivity, transmission
into the substrate and absorption inside the active layer
for the DBR sample SL 7-396 (black) and the nonDBR
sample SL 7-395 (red).

Figure 2. Optical properties calculated for the DBR sample SL 7-396
(black) as well as for the nonDBR sample SL 7-395 (red). The arrows
indicate the wavelengths where the photon energy matches the
resonator length.

Between 790 nm and 890 nm the high reflectivity at
the DBR is clearly visible leading to a heavily
suppressed transmission into the substrate. At 820 nm
(and other wavelengths indicated by arrows) the
condition for constructive interference is fulfilled and
the absorbtion within the AL is noticeable increased
compared to the nonDBR case.
3.

Experimental Setup

Even though the results from the lifetime measurements
[3] were in good agreement with the expected behavior,
the difference in the temperature decrease between the
DBR and the nonDBR sample was still unknown. In
addition depending on the laser power used one lifetime
measurement could take several days making it nearly
impossible to compare a number of photocathodes.
Therefore a new series of measurements was
carried out using a thermal camera a and improving the
reproducibility of the old setup. During the previous
measurements the temperature was not only depending
on the laser power but also on the thermal conductivity
between the cathode and its holder adding a
a

Trotec - IC080 V.

systematical error of unknown size to the data.
Therefore a new holder was designed with nearly
completely suppressed conductivity. This new holder
indeed changes the absolute values of the temperature
increase but not the relative ones comparing different
samples.
While the optical properties of a nonDBR are
mostly insensitive to small fluctuations in the layer
thickness, even a small deviation changes the position
of the region of high reflectivity as well as the
wavelengths for constructive interference for DBR
crystals by several 10 nm. Therefore the wavelength
dependent reflectivity of every used sample had to be
measured in advance to identify the positions of the
prominent features. After evaluating the first thermal
pictures it turned out that some samples were
transparent for thermal radiation falsifying the camera
readout. Coating the backside of every sample with
Aquadag - a graphite based, opaque liquid - solved this
problem. Again, all measurements were performed
under
UHV
conditions
(10-7 mbar
-8
10 mbar) to limit the influence of convection. The
experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.

The laser power was controlled by reflecting the beam
to a powermeter; frequently enough to detect
fluctuations but rarely enough to assure a constant
heating. Since the commonly used Borosilicate
windows do not transmit above 2 m, the camera-facing
window was replaced by a Zincselenide crystal.
4.

Results

In addition to the temperature rise T , the wavelength
dependent QE- and R-curves have been measured for
each of the two samples. The results are shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 4. From top to bottom: Measured reflectivity, QE and
temperature rise of DBR sample SL 7-396 (black) and nonDBR
sample SL 7-395 (red). The absolute wavelength of the region of high
reflectivity depends on the position of the sample on the original
wafer. Since two different DBR samples were used during the
measurements the black curves have been aligned to match the
prominent features marked by blue vertical lines for which a maximum
shift of 5 nm was required. To achieve a better comparability the QE
curves of nonDBR and DBR have been normalized to their values at
600 nm - a wavelength where the DBR mirror has no influence.

Figure 3. Setup for measuring the temperature rise of different
samples in vacuo. In this geometry the front side of the crystal faces
downwards and is heated by a Ti:Sapphire Laser using powers
between 150 mW and 200 mW. The thermal radiation emitted from the
backside of the cathode is then transmitted through a ZnSe window
and detected by a thermal camera.

A tunable Ti:Sapphire Laser b was used to heat the
samples in a wavelength range from 730 nm to 950 nm.
b

Coherent - Mira 900.
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As expected, the reflectivity of the nonDBR (red)
shows a more or less constant behavior while the DBR
(black) has a noticeable shape. Both results are in good
agreement with the calculations shown in Figure 2. The
QE-data gives proof that the collapsing reflectivity at
840 nm is related to an increase of the photoemission
current due to constructive interference inside a
developing resonator. The enhancements of the QE for
the DBR sample outside the plateau (745 nm, 760 nm,
780 nm) can be explained by the tails of the reflection
curve and are not due to higher mode resonances.
Again, the T of the nonDBR can be assumed as
constant within the error. In the DBR case, the
correlation between the shape of the temperature rise
and the reflectivity is visible even more clearly. The

increased
temperature
inside
the
resonance
(
840 nm) shows that even with completely
suppressed absorption within the S nonradiative
processes from the enhanced absorption within the AL
lead to distinct heating as well.
5.
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nonDBR
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